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Ex-Feds & Wall Street Execs Are Going Into Hiding-Why?
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In my role as a talk show host, I have been
approached by individuals who claim to have
“insider information” about what is coming, and
according to these individuals, what is coming is
very bad. Most credible sources demand complete
anonymity. As a result, I have found myself in a
position to try and evaluate whether to write about
and broadcast some very controversial
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information. Sometimes, my insider information
turns out to be stunningly accurate as evidenced
by the Chris Stevens murder story which was spot

on. My information on the Aurora Batman shootings  has also proven to be very accurate.

There is a risk in using unnamed sources. Simply, they could be wrong, they could be disinformation
agents or they might just be crazy as they are looking for their 15 minutes of fame. It takes a degree
of courage to air information derived from confidential sources. Therefore, I want to thank Doug
Hagmann for daring to publish his dire warnings which come from an inside source at DHS. I have
subsequently decided to reveal what I know as well. The decision to air these warnings will
undoubtedly encourage others to come forward. Hopefully, so many “insiders” will come forward that
it will become impossible to hide what it is coming from those who are actively seeking answers. To
the general public, it does not matter what they are told, for they will still believe that the government
will take care of them, CNN truthfully reports the news and Santa Claus exists. As a result, these
fools will never know what hit them.

Although the Hagmann warnings differ somewhat from my sources, there are some common
threads. One area that Hagmann’s source did not focus on is the dropping out of sight by ex-federal
officials and prominent figures on Wall Street. and that is the remaining focus of this article.

The Marrs Observation
In a December 9, 2012 interview on The Common
Sense Show, Jim Marrs discussed how
approximately 400-500 top level bankers have left
their positions and have gone into seclusion. Marrs
reminded my listening audience of how the elite
have developed seed vaults which only they have
access to. Marrs was clearly alluding to the fact that
some very bad events are coming and the global
elite are aware of it and are moving to meet the
threat. My insider sources inform me that the same
thing is happening in various federal organizations
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who have recently retired from the CIA, DHS, NSA and FEMA. This fact is indisputable. I have
firsthand knowledge of three ex-fed officials and their families who have relocated to safety enclaves
when doing so was very disruptive to their respective family’s lives. Increasingly, it is looking like
some major event(s) is/are coming and persons with insider information are attempting to remove
themselves from harm’s way.

Massive Retirements From
the Alphabet Soup Agencies

When government officials, from the various alphabet soup agencies, retire en masse, it is not
necessarily a noteworthy event. However, when the same officials retire en masse and then relocate
to form their own survivalist enclaves, then this is something that we should all sit up and take notice
of, especially when we are seeing the same behavior on the part of Wall Street executives.

In my dealings with purported alphabet soup agency informants, I have been receiving some very
dire warnings in terms of what lies ahead for America. Given the above facts, it should be
understandable why I found the recent Hagmann interview with Rosebud to be a little bit more than
interesting. I have had conversations with two insiders and a relative of another insider who tell
similar stories of a coming series of apocalyptic events. Much of the Hagmann information, to a large
extent, corresponds to the information I’ve received except for the fact that many ex-feds are
forming self-sustaining communities. Therefore, this installment will strictly deal with the fact that
officials from the NSA, CIA, DHS and FEMA are retiring/early retiring and going into seclusion with
their former comrades in arms.

DHS and CIA Relocations
It is a matter of official agency policy that some current DHS and CIA officials and their families will
be provided safe sanctuary in various strategic locations in Colorado in times of trouble. Most
people in the know are aware of the underground facilities which lies below the Denver International
Airport which has an underground connected railway to the Cheyenne Mountain NORAD/Fort
Carson/Peterson Air Force Base underground facilities. The structures are part of the Continuity of
Government program developed by the United States government in the early days of the Cold War.
However these facilities are increasingly becoming the planned refuge for many of the global elite
residing within the United States when all hell breaks loose. In September 2011, the evacuation of
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the elite to this safe hideaway was rehearsed in the DHS exercise known as Operation Mountain
Guardian in which the Denver airport was shut down to commercial air travel except for specific,
undesignated planes which were allowed to land in preparation for some staged catastrophe. This
aforementioned event is not newsworthy because it has been reported in the mainstream. However,
where this even becomes noteworthy to the public is because it is not coincidental that the CIA has
relocated its major data collection facilities to underground structures in the Denver International
Airport. The implications for residents living in or near the Washington DC Metropolitan area should
be clear. The planned obsolescence for the nation’s capital is becoming increasingly apparent. If I
were you and I lived in this area, I would be looking for a new place to live in the very near future.
The previous information is what is publicly available. The following information has not been
disseminated but is highly relevant to what lies ahead.

Ex-CIA and DHS Relocations
Parallel to the Colorado being prepared to become the new capital, it is highly relevant to note that
retired officials from the DHS and the CIA, who are not part of the privileged elite but who know what
is coming, have developed their own enclaves in the Rocky Mountains outside of Denver and
Colorado Springs. As it has been described to me that these facilities are a poor man’s imitation of
the Denver International Airport facilities. The structures are largely natural, but are very well
equipped and the resources include a self-contained air supply. My source for this information is a
former DHS insider. This is the same insider who revealed to me in mid-2008 of a rift between the
old guard of the New World Order and the up and coming new wealth of the same group. His
information at that time proved to highly credible then and I believe that this is credible as well.

NSA Relocations
Recently, retired officials from the NSA have relocated to
an area in the Ozarks where they have access to
underground safety zone which have/are being
transformed into mini-villages of self-sustainable
protection. Their properties consist typically of 5 to 10
acres for each family, contains a portable water supply,
residents are armed to the teeth, have alternative
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communications that are not reliant on the grid and have
years of stored food. My source is an individual who

retired from the NSA almost two years ago. His decision to participate in the relocation was triggered
by the impending re-election of President Obama which he said will hasten the onslaught of what is
to come because Obama’s administration fully embraces the destruction of America.

Ex-FEMA Relocations
Recently retired officials from FEMA are relocating
to mountainous areas, in North Carolina,
approximately one hour from the coast. Their
enclave contains the same resources involving air,
water, food and guns. These enclaves also include
underground structures which are sensibly self-
contained and can serve to isolate the inhabitants
from the outside. I have two sources on this
information which includes a family member and a
retired FEMA official who has chosen not to
participate in this relocation. The nonparticipant ex-
official from FEMA did not seek sanctuary with these groups because he feels that several of these
enclaves will be targeted for destruction by the powers that be because of the knowledge contained
by the inhabitants in this case of “dead men tell no tales.” This makes sense because it would allow
the elite, following the coming cataclysms, to rewrite history in their own version without any
contradiction from knowledgeable individuals that know what really has gone on. This insider
knowledge is a threat which would serve as an obstacle to the new truth. Personally, I think this view
has a great deal of merit.

Conclusion
I fully realize that unnamed sources don’t carry as much credibility as documented sources.
However, as similar stories make their way into the national discussion, it might be wise to take a
closer look. I don’t ask that the facts presented here be taken at face value, I encourage everyone
to do their own research  and if you find credibility to the claims made in the following parts in this
series, it would be prudent to take the proper precautions.
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What is coming, you ask? That will be the topic of Part Two.

57 thoughts on “Ex-Feds & Wall Street Execs Are Going Into Hiding-Why?”

Britton
December 25, 2012 at 11:42 pm

You hit the nail on the head Dave! Jesse Ventura talked about the Ozark and Denver Airport
bunkers before on his show Conspiracy Theory. I’m so glad I found you since you appeared on The
Pete Santilli Show a few months ago talking about the BP Oil spill and the Bilderberg elitist oil
executive believed to be behind it all. Keep up the great work, I’ll try to pay attention to your radio

show and website more often. Take Care 

Mike
December 26, 2012 at 3:52 am

I hate to tell you this but it’s a load of bunk based on a lot of old books that has more to do with
astrotheology and mythology than real events. The whole thing has been misinterpreted as being
real when it is nothing more than a fairy tale based on the positions of the stars and planets in the
sky who were personified as real people,
I went out at night to watch the stars at midnight of Dec 20th…. or you could say 12:01 am of Dec 21
and what I saw gave it all away. You see the moon was exactly due west and it looked like an
eyeball…. also known as one of the eyes of Horus. You would have to read up on the 2 eyes of
Horus to understand what I am talking about but basically just as the sun rises the moon is one of
the eyeballs and is positioned over Sirius with the moon being the eyeball and Sirius being the
socket and the sun is the other eyeball which is positioned in Orion which is the other eye socket.
Thus you have the 2 eyes of Horus coming into view. in a rare astronomical event that only repeats
this exact position every 25,920 years. In ancient times it was counted as day one in a calender
called the great year which marks the 25,920 years of precession.
There is clear evidence of this when you decode the man in the middle of the Mayan calender round
which is basically showing Orion the hunter or you could say the sun in Orion. The symbol around
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the man is the same symbol as the Illuminati compass and square which is also the symbol for
Orion. One just has to look carefully in Orion and you can see the compass and square symbol
there and this symbol clearly represents Orion. The same man is also described in the book of
Ezekiel …. ” they four had the face of a man, and the face of a lion, on the right side: and they four
had the face of an ox on the left side; they four also had the face of an eagle”… the man in the
middle is Orion the Hunter and when you view Orion from the southern hemisphere,,, the lion is on
the right {constellation Leo} and the ox is on the left {constellation Taurus} and the Eagle is above
which is the constellation Signus X3 known at the time as a swan which at the time was the position
of the North pole star.. the part of the sky that never moves and everything in the sky revolves
around that spot. The wheel within a wheel was merely representing the whole zodiac and not a
UFO as some people have poorly misinterpreted this text.
You may ask why this is so significant?… well its because the stars move backwards against the sky
and if you were to plant a cross in the ground and line it up with the sun in Orion on Dec 21 it would
go out by one degree every 72 years and since there are 360 degrees in a complete circle it would
take 360 x 72 = 25,920 years for the sun to come back to the same spot and line up exactly in the
same position. .So now you know the real truth as to what this is all about. It’s a calender and
nothing more.
Those fools who are hiding in caves and going to get a rude awakening because nothing is going to
happen. They have been suckered into believing in someone elses false beliefs based on extremely
poor misinterpretations of ancient texts that have been blown out of proportion by too many stupid
people who have been brainwashed since birth into believing in something that is not real. People
need to wake up and realize that just because someone writes something in a book that he truly
believes in does not make it real… it only represents the views of the writer which in this case turned
out to be completely mistranslated.
The problem is we are conditioned since birth to believe in what is written in books to be fact when
most of the time they are not.
So the next time someone tries to tell you the world is going to end just give them the middle finger
and stop being a sucker.

Paul Tarsus
December 26, 2012 at 4:11 am

I find the whole of your article to be believable. But then, I find the whole of our Father’s Word, the
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Holy Bible, to be Perfectly believable…for therein is contained, in amazingly accurate detail, the
True history of mankind. Past, present and future. At Luke 21:25-28 we find detailed description of
signs in the heavens, the heavenly bodies being shaken, nations in perplexity and anguish over the
increased agitation of the oceans (tsunami). We are told that when we see the beginning of these
things, we are to STAND UP and LIFT UP our heads, for our redemption draws near! Christ also
tells us that ‘He that would save his own life will lose it, and he that would give up his life for Christ’s
sake, will save it.’ It only stands to reason that those with the blood of the innocent red upon their
hands, whose way of life precludes Greater Understanding, would ‘flee to their bunkers to save their
souls’. A coward is as a coward does, and this old earth has certainly not missed out on her share.
Soon enough the powers that be will see the sign of Christ’s return in the heavens, (if they haven’t
already!) and they will beat themselves in grief and try and hide in caves, dens, and yes, bunkers.
All just as foretold.
And they will say to the mountains and the rocks, “Fall on us and hide us from the face of him who
sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb!” Rev. 6:16

Who is any man to say that it is too late for such ones to prostrate themselves upon the ground and
plea with their Creator for forgiveness in Christ’s name instead of hiding among the rocks? God said
that he will forgive all manner of iniquity on that day, save one, blasphemy against His Holy Spirit.
Hiding under mountains, I can assure such ones, only guarantees one ‘hell’ of a hot tomb. God
Himself, said that the mountains are no more, and the islands have fled away….where is the only
place of refuge for mountains? Back under the crust from whence they came! Yes,
mountains/islands will sink soon enough, when Isaiah 24:20 is fulfilled and the earth’s crust
undergoes great cataclysm.

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_earthchanges31.htm

Christ IS coming. He is coming on the clouds of HEAVEN not earth. And as one irrevocably blessed
to have witnessed such a marvel, I will tell you that it was the most fantastic dream I’ve ever had…..I
was standing on my back patio and glanced up to the south east and noticed a rather dense pattern
of stars. I could not remember ever seeing such a dense ‘constellation’ in that part of the sky before.
As I scrutinized the pattern, I began to notice the group of distant stars slowly changing shape, with
a faint purplish haze around them. The stars were much more golden in color than any other’s I’d
seen, with a very bright white one, front and center. Suddenly the realization of what I was looking
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at, rocked me to the seat of my soul! I awoke, went to the computer and googled: “Nebulae” and
soon found one that looked very similar to the purple ‘cloud’ surrounding the myriad Angels
returning with Christ to earth. They appeared to be moving slow enough for the world to turn a few
times, giving ‘every eye’ multiple chances to see Him and His Army!

Blessings in Christ

Peter Waine
December 26, 2012 at 4:19 am

An engineered global economic collapse that’s what. The elites will go underground why you lot on
top kill each other. They know you will turn on each other for survival but just to make sure they will
take most of your effective weapons away from you so you cannot mount a serious attempt at taking
over their power by an organised well armed revolt. They cover all the bases, they are not stupid.

John Borowski
December 26, 2012 at 5:38 am

Let us face the fact. Life that originated from the animal is a dead end. The only reason we are alive
today is because in the past we didn’t have the weapons to destroy ourselves!

SWIFT
December 26, 2012 at 5:42 am

These communities, where former agency employees are taking refuge, are not safe. If the ruling
elite does not take them out, there are plenty people (the unwashed masses) who will. What was
their crime? Putting millions of other Americans at risk, while saving themselves and their families, by
their silence. They have no moral compass and will eventually pay for that shortcoming. Are their
personal lives and the lives of their loved ones, so much more valuable than the lives of those they
obviously consider inferior? They shall see!

Margaret Stephens
December 26, 2012 at 6:11 am

Read the Kolbrin bible on ‘The Destroyer’ (Egyptian texts) and on ‘The Frightener’ (Celtic texts),
Isaiah 13 and 24, Malachi 4, Matthew 24 “there will not be one stone left upon another” and you will
get the picture.
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joe
December 26, 2012 at 7:29 am

you know how i know this isn’t true? because a bunch of idiot bible-thumpers believe it. you have to
figure that if people who are too stupid to distinguish reality from mythology and fairy tales buy into
it, it’s obviously a load of horse shit. do the math; simple, really.

dr midas riff
December 26, 2012 at 7:29 am

in response to mike’s comments above:

do not think for 1 second that the alphabet agencies got slickered into believing some ancient texts
or old mayan calendars. (As if the CIA, et al, are that stupid, get real)

this has to do with our solar system travelling through space and what we encounter from time to
time. You have heard of meteors and asteroids, right? You are aware of the carrington event from
1859, right? You are aware of what the dark side of the moon looks like, right? Stop patting yourself
on the back and start researching remote viewing and clif high’s work, and start preparing. If you
think the alphabet agents and others are disappearing because they are merely anti-social, it is you
who needs to wake up.

Ha'ashkee Dahszii Ya'ai Jii
December 26, 2012 at 7:31 am

The Evil New World Order Old Guard (E.N.W.O.O.G.) of Her Right Horrible (H.R.H.) Queen Maqqi
Thatcher and the Downright Repulsive Evil Entity, Henry Kissinger (Dr. Dree) will assassinate all of
the Soft and Fuzzy New World Order (So.Fu.Ne.Wor.) and their families before they get to where
they’re going. They are the bigger threat compared to the rest of us armed with broom handles.

All of this sounds so un-American and too Old World. What would President Grant and President
Teddy Roosevelt have done about these scoundrals?

william conrad
December 26, 2012 at 8:05 am

Our family has been aware of this brief event that is coming, which causes much destruction, and
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moved away from the coast lines some years back. The earth changes that were described as
seven years of plenty followed by seven years of famine are just coming to an end. Our distribution
system if the midwest has a drought and a crop fails for instance brings more supplies from afar.
This passage that is coming and is causing the Elite Exodus is very survivable but it will take some
planning to live sustainably afterwards. Look at the site http://www.poleshift.ning.com as it has the
most complete explaination of what FEMA knows. Read the Safe Locations document that gives the
where when and how and cuts through the mis information. This is an astrophysical event that has
repeated every 3600 years through out our history and mankind has always survived before.

Major Surplus
December 26, 2012 at 8:16 am

I will call this “story” what it is: absolute bullshit.

Hodges is NOT known for accuracy. Instead, he uses conjecture, “unnamed sources” and
“anonymity” as “evidence”. There are several major flaws in this “story”, which is pure fabrication.

A) I have family members in DHS by marriage. Nothing Hodges claims is going on. In fact, we just
met with them for a family affair only a few weeks ago.

B) I am a major seller of preparedness items, specifically food. Sales are at an all-time low and have
been for many months. There has been a massive decrease in sales (85%) over last year. There is
no “rush for the exits” as Hodges claims.

C) Year end retirements are normal.

D) Retirees DO move to cheaper places to live. End of story.

I have yet to find anything Hodges says to be accurate, truthful, timely or valid. Not just in this story
either, but in past posts. His intention it seems is to gain “credibility” among the easily fooled while
increasing his own popularity.

This is despicable. Spreading false rumors, unsubstantiated claims and missing evidence “as
evidence” is the sign of a deluded man desperately seeking attention. Don’t fall for it. Look for the
EVIDENCE people. Anybody that does not provide EVIDENCE is simply full of shit.

EDITOR’S NOTE
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I usually let the profance tirades and inane ramblings, without substantiation, speak for themselves.
But I wanted to take the time to show the world what a troll looks and sounds like. First, we have
firsthand knowledge of 2 intel families who have already moved and onemore who is preparing-

Second, nobody said anything about year end retirements- not the case, never stated-

Third, I would call guns a preparedness item and there are record sales! Therefore, your survival
products, if you really sell any, must be inferior and the buying public has voted with their feet.

You are very good at name calling, but I do not see one refutation of a fact presented in any of the
articles, just name calling- This is the hallmark trait of a troll.

This is the first article in which an unnamed source is used, THE FIRST!!! And this was done so
because of the article run by Hagmann because I felt that much could be added to the conversation-

FINALLY, IT IS TIME TO CALL YOU BLUFF, HAVE YOUR DHS RELATIVES COME ON THE
COMMON SENSE SHOW AND REFUTE WHAT IS WRITTEN HERE- Of course you cannot, because
you have no DHS relatives- But you could be a DHS troll and I think that is likely- DHS relatives?
What are their names and positions? Now, there is an unnamed source.

Finally, information was presented in this article because it is believed to be true- Everyone is
encouraged to research and come to their own conlusion! That is the sole purpose behind the
article. If people do their own research and then take defensive action and a life is saved, then the
article did its job- Your view is dangerous because you would rather not have people consider all
points of view because you are a compromised troll. If you were not, you would refute with facts!

As the survivalists say, is it better to prepare one day too late or 6 months too early?

philip inuhoff
December 26, 2012 at 8:21 am

What a load.
What you are saying is that it’s an indisputable fact that people retire and move.

Funny how you didn’t mention teotwawki 2012 in reference to your Marrs interview, as that is what
he was eluding to.
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nick
December 26, 2012 at 8:44 am

When all is said and done they haven’t told you a thing. CRAP. Get a job mowing lawns.

anonymous
December 26, 2012 at 9:15 am

Moving into these underground hidey holes is an evolutionary dead end. Maybe some will survive
whatever it is they fear so much, but the survivors will evolve into Morlocks (aka Greys).
http://christynine.livejournal.com/190513.html
Quote:
“…. What happens is those going underground and continuing 3D morph into what we see as the
greys… they are more automatronic, lack color, and need suits… what you see as their “skin” is
really a suit to try to protect them from the sun as they prevented themselves from shifting with it
and so cannot tolerate it and actually according to my late CIA “uncle” were coming back here to try
to fix the error they made in judgment to reverse the mutation …”

Chris
December 26, 2012 at 9:23 am

All through history there have been stories of the earth being destroyed. Not the coming destruction
but the past ones. Ruins are being found all the time dating back past what was thought to be mans
becoming bright enough to build such things. Now what are the rich trying to save themselves from
this time, it’s the coming poleshift, caused by a planet called Nibiru. The economic collapse will be a
smoke screen, because Nibiru is starting to show up, just by putting a red filter over your cameras
lens and taking a picture of the sun, and with the naked eye in some locations. Please, don’t believe
me look it up yourself, there plenty of pictures on you tube. There are plenty of nay say’ers, like all
of the 9/11 believers of the governments version.
So do a little home work if this is your first time hearing this.

Google. velikovsky, Zecharia Sitchin, pole shift, Strange noises ( this is interesting)

See poleshift.ning.com

Enjoy.
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By: Randy Wayne Fricke, Authorized Representative For: RANDY W FRICKE, Represented
Party
December 26, 2012 at 9:53 am

Of course they’re going into hiding. It’s now post 12/21/12. The veil has been lifted. In fact, I’m willing
to state now unequivocally that EVERYTHING the U.S. Government has said and done is a hoax.

All the way from the perpetuation of the Jesus myth to the Lincoln and Kennedy assassinations, to
the Moon Landings, to 9/11, and now Sandy Hook.

All of it designed to elevate the status of the usurper class. Those people who are otherwise too
incompetent, lazy or dishonest to compete in the private sector so they can generate revenue for a
bogus economy off the backs of the people who support that bogus economy so that the usurper
class can derive bogus livelihood

THAT, is why they’re going into hiding. When the people they’ve exploited for so long finally catch
on to the fleecing, well, suffice to say that we may experience in the economy a severe shortage of
rope.

That is why they’re hiding…

CoreyG/Texas
December 26, 2012 at 10:31 am

DO NOT STOP HERE, great story and please keep them coming. We track these stories and are
posting this one.

We are covering Global and Western Corruption from both the inside and outside. As a former Army
Intel and Employee of the Federal Reserve Bank and 4 others (U.S. & E.U.)in an IT Security (With
DIRECT access to much of what you are hearing about) capacity I had some extremely eye opening
and direct personal FIRST HAND experiences (No second hand conjecture here).

We have some great insight into this Global Economic Corruption that is finally being exposed…
KEEP THE HEAT ON THEM!

Follow us please for more info like this that all ties together in one location. Please contribute
knowledge as well as strategy as we are the FEW willing to stand up and end corruption. We have
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been divided and conquered long enough. Time to no longer be a Debt slave to this current corrupt
financial system. Let US all stand together and ignore the plots to divide us further.

CoreyG/Texas

FB Site: http://www.facebook.com/BankAndPoliticianFinancialCorruption

Kokitsum
December 26, 2012 at 11:47 am

I like the idea of all these “Reptilian Brain” maggots that have been taking the money (anybody’s
money) and running for the hills. These people don’t realize they have to TRUST one another to
survive. Lets give that one odds. I’ll take my chances with the public.

tom
December 26, 2012 at 12:11 pm

I think most are missing the point as to what is referred to as coming events. it’s not from “God, or
space, or any thing else. economic collapse … if this happens money as we know it will cease to
flow. banks will close trucks will stop running stores will go empty and so on and so on. the PTB
need to do nothing else but sit it out and wait. if money as we know it is no longer there and what
you have is now worthless how long do you think it will take for all hell to brake out, not just with in
the USA but world wide. the thought of this happening is a bit hard to even consider. but on the
other hand it’s plausible. there is heavy talk of a NEW WORLD ORDER. consider this, the PTB in
cover of the us government take over the hole planet. they have how many military installations
world wide that have been put in place. or how about this, most of the US military is positioned out
side the us. what happens if they can’t get back to US soil. with whats been going on world wide, lets
be honest it doesn’t look good. I’m not sure whats going to happen or when. but I’m not just going to
sit around and get caught with my pants down that’s for sure

mr. smarty
December 26, 2012 at 12:13 pm

Rats tend to leave a sinking ship. Ask Greenspan. First they inflate the bubble, and they make a ton
off of that. Then they manipulate and destroy the bubble, and they make money off of that too,
buceause they know when to get out. Wait a few years, buy up your assets for pennies on the
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dollar, then repeat. Only this time its a little different. Now we are too overpopulated to continue to
play the game this way. There are too few natural resources to continue to make products and
salaries etc. So there will be a massive correction. There has to be, otherwise all the money in the
world wouldn’t even buy you a sandwich. If we continue on the overpopulation agenda, the economy
will no longer work. Of course we could go back to the gold standard, hold our elites accountable,
and reset our moral value systems, but our leaders are too corrupt to do the right thing, and then
we still have to get back to the overpopulation issue. The next “bubble” is the fresh water bubble.
We are emptying our aquifiers way faster than the Earth is naturally regenerating them. Crop failure
and starvation will surely follow as companies like Nestle rush to secure private contracts for your
cities community water holes. If you are willing to pay $5 for a gallon of gas, I’m sure you’d be willing
to $50 for a gallon of water. So if you are evil, and want to make a buck, buy Nestle stock. Or evian
or whatever.

pip
December 26, 2012 at 12:32 pm

After having seen planet X system in several dreams – vivid dreams- coming closer and closer,
causing earth changes and seeing HUGE tsunamis coming both in East Australia, (from east) and
from north hitting Denmark, from west hitting Portugal and many other countries I do not know the
name of, it might not be a question of what has been written in a book. It might be a question of
Earth making a dance in the universe, that will shake and flush and destroy the world as we know it.
As said in all doomsday films; panic and fear would create a disaster and then some people who
think they are the elite will rather keep the news out of the mainstream news in order for them to be
able to buy up land in safe locations and buy food before the prices goes up. Many people simply
do NOT want to know of any doomsday disaster. They prefer to live their every day life, watching TV
and walking the dog. Any attempt to try to warn then, only makes them laugh at you, calling you a
doomsday idiot. Only if the prime minister or president went public they would understand that it is
not a joke. And they might not be able to relocate the entire population. The article is brilliant,
because it shows what we already know – that some insiders have already moved to safe location –
building up a sustainable life buying animals, weapons, food and alternative energy equipment.

Many people have not got the money to buy or even rent a place in a safe location (away from
coastal areas and nuclear plants) So they accept or they keep themselves in denial. And who knows
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– maybe they will get a prompting from god to go for a week vacation in a tent in a safe location –
when hell is loose on Earth?

May all the good hearted people be saved by GOD.

Jay
December 26, 2012 at 2:05 pm

If you dont believe, then why waste your time typing all that shit. What a complete waste of a
pathetic life… Sheeples standing up for lies, telling more lies!!! These people need to be brought up
on charges before they go into hiding!

Hmmm
December 26, 2012 at 2:09 pm

‘Tis the season that Christ came to liberate humanity from our shackles, fear included. Do not fear
and constantly immitate Christ. This almost always mean do the opposite of what they’re doing. If
they go into hiding, we go out. They go toward darkness, we approach the light.

Keep your eyes open for the real Savior and do not be deceived by immitations.

In the long run, they only know force and military victories are short-lived so we will triumph in the
end, always.

Examples of military victories: Hitler, Russia, many others.

They can not kill us all.

Chan

Whiskey Six
December 26, 2012 at 7:30 pm

Makes a lot of sense in a world that doesn’t make sense at all. Consider that there is no care about
budgets, or deficits and now they want to take away our means of self defense. Countless numbers
of DUMBs have been created…the writing is on the wall for those with the eyes to see.

cyrus
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December 26, 2012 at 9:25 pm

Next at this time next year NASA has reported that we will be seeing a huge comet entering into the
interior of our solar system and that this comet ISON will be brighter than the moon with a huge tail
stretching across the sky. During Jan. 4 of 2014 the earth will actually be passing through the debris
tail of comet ISON. To learn more about this incredible event and what potentially could occur listen
to astrophysicist Prof. James McCanney’s weekly radio show at; jmccanneyscience.com All shows
are archived

European American
December 27, 2012 at 12:38 am

How the details unfold is anybody’s guess. But it is clear, based on our present trajectory, where we
are heading. And the general “crash site” does not look survivable for the majority of the masses. It
will be Americas Great Civil War of the 21st Century. Many will perish, even some from this
thread/blog. Many will look back to today and think “How could I have been programmed so
thoroughly; to doubt what was right in front of my eyes?” The doubters, as well as the deceivers
(trolls), will be gnashing their teeth in the end.

mark
December 27, 2012 at 3:28 am

Isn’t it strange that the mayans actually predicted wide scale flooding for 2012, well in the U.K they
have definitely got that one right, and its getting worse as i speak, been raining pretty much all night
with England and wales and Ireland on flood alerts with much more rain to come. . Comet Ison is
coming and will be a big event, it is believed to be the return of the big comet of 1860, could this
comet be Planet x, heard all sorts of things about the size being 27 miles wide up to 2000 miles wide
(close to moon size)……The problem i have with most peoples understanding is that they hear one
item of information and and just dismiss it because it is not pasted all over the media, although Ison
was reported, it is now forgot about and not reported on by most of our media….the most damning
evidence of something wrong is when you start to add all the pieces of the puzzle, then you get a
clearer picture of what is going on.
The core problem on earth i believe is the shifting magnetic north pole which i believe is responsible
for the weird weather that is affecting every country on earth —-record heat in America and now
extreme snow, Heavy rain in the U.K with plenty more to come, heavy rain has already affected
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russia, china, Phillipines etc, volcanoes are also waking around the world, some causing
evacuations, earthquakes are getting bigger and more frequent year by year, now add all this to the
fact that the fbi cia nsa fema etc are relocating to high ground definitely tells me that something is
coming, what we do not know is how bad this event will be and how long it will go on for…….although
i said the core reason behind these events is the shifting magnetic pole, the real question is what
magnetic event in our solar system is strong enough to over power our magnetic link to the
sun….after all if you have a magnetic link between us (earth) and the sun then surely something
else is attracting our magnetic pole to make it wander, without an external magnetic force it would
not be able to break its grip on the sun, signs of increased magnetism are also present on earth
because when you have magnetics you also get electricity, and this electricity is evident in the river
of china turning red due to Electrolysis (electricity and irons create a red algae) . Bondai beach in
Australia also turned red, another couple of pieces of information to look at are the reported
findings of Planet x in the sixties and then the big silence and denials, and now we have the heating
of our solar system, now i do not know about you guys but when i add all that up it tells me
something is wrong…you decide

Tim
December 27, 2012 at 7:47 am

Pangea broke into 7 continents, why should we believe that they’re done breaking up just because
we happen to be sitting on them?

Jasonn
December 27, 2012 at 8:58 am

“My insider sources inform me that the same thing is happening in various federal organizations who
have recently retired from the CIA, DHS, NSA and FEMA. This fact is indisputable. I have firsthand
knowledge of three ex-fed officials and their families who have relocated to safety enclaves when
doing so was very disruptive to their respective family’s lives.”

Presumably, when you make a statement like that then you could give up the names and the
location of the enclaves so that your information could be verified independently. Your entire article
is full of unverifiable generalizations and sounds like BS to me.

EDITOR’S NOTE: I cannot fault you for being skeptical. I encourage everyone to do their own
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research. I am a data and a fact driven person. I developed a statistics course for a local college- I
have taught graduate students how to do the research for their master’s thesis. I deal in facts.
However, when Hagmann revealed inside information from his DHS source, I thought it was time to
tell what I know. I am hoping that others will come out with what they and the commonalities will drive
people to act. As far as naming names, if I did that, nobody would tell me anything. AS far the areas,
I gave general locations. I have guaranteed a certain amount discretion in what I release. This is the
nature of the beast- However, I think there is enough confirming info in the article that most should
feel compelled to ask questions and do some research-

Joe
December 27, 2012 at 11:46 am

Thanks Dave and Annie,
You have Guts. and we love you!

Bill
December 27, 2012 at 1:45 pm

let them go hide, the fools dont even understand their hiding from the face of God who is returning,.
the worse place to go is deep underground because when the master returns they will call for the
rocks and mountains to fall on them out of fear, while the other government fools will fight against
the Lord at his return and they will all be utterly destroyed, especially the black African colonial
dictator in the white house, hew will be the first to shit in his pants at his coming. this gut is the
proverbial son of the devil and he will be utterly destroyed and cat into hell.

Somewhere in Montana
December 27, 2012 at 5:21 pm

I found your statement “Airport which has an underground connected railway to the Cheyenne
Mountain NORAD/Fort Carson/Peterson Air Force Base underground facilities.” to be interesting but
highly doubtful.

I was assigned to Space Command in Colorado Springs during the 80′s and I duty took me inside
the Cheyenne Mountain NORAD complex on a number of occasions. At that time, there was no such
underground railway.
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Given that it has been more than 25 years since I was last inside Cheyenne Mountain, I suppose
anything is possible, but given the logistics of building such a railway, which would have to have built
run under Colorado Springs and Denver, I doubt is such an undertaking would have been possible
without everyone in the area being aware of it, and highly irritated by the eminent domain seizure of
property. Of course, I could be wrong and the train station might pick-up / drop-off people right next
to the Stargate.

Marianne
December 27, 2012 at 6:13 pm

To joe and all those who don’t believe the Bible or God’s Word is real, I’ve got a question for you.
How do you explain that everything that is happening today (and plenty that has happened in the
past) is written in the Bible BEFORE IT HAPPENS? I can put my daily newspaper next to my Bible
these days, and they are practically word for word. Got any great ideas on this one?

Actually, I don’t think I want to hear your answers to this question anyway, because my God says
atheists are fools. “Anyone who says there is no God is a fool.” are His exact words. I’d rather listen
to my God, because the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom. I’d rather become wise then listen
to fools.

Nick
December 27, 2012 at 10:07 pm

@Somewhere in Montana 1) Work on the Denver airport only began in 1989 2) Look up the
construction of the channel tunnel or the Seikan Tunnel 75 and 240 meters under water.

Obviously they didn’t build those like subway tunnels by digging holes from the surface and
requiring eminent domain. They used huge boring machines that could have been used in this case
too. And if secrecy is an issue: step 1: build boring machine size hole in the ground. Step 2: bring
machine in the middle of the night and drop in the hole- done, secrecy assured.

His Voice
December 28, 2012 at 7:15 am

Listen all of you! Just as He came 2000 years ago and promised us His return, so also know this :
He cannot lie. He said He will come back: Holy Bible 1Thess 4:16. God knows those who are His!
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Everyone whose name is not found written in the Book of Life will be cast into the lake of fire. Rev
20: last verse and Rev 21, last verse again! Be not dismayed, God is NOT mocked,,whatever a man
sows that shall he reap. Look folks, I am not trying to scare anyone of you out there in getting
“saved”. I am telling you that Jesus IS the Way the Truth and the Life. There is great peace in that
truth. He came and died on a cross for your sins. Then He rose again victorious over sin and death.
Historical facts! He sent us His Holy Spirit who has been ” on the earth” yet not in bodily form as
Jesus was but to lead you into all truth.
I just know for a fact that my God is real and he is looking for the repentent heart, He has His reward
for those that turn to Him and that is an undeniable truth! Peace to all who can accept these truths.
God loves you. It is His desire that none should perish. People send themselves to Hell, they do
plenty good enough job with what comes out their mouths to get them there!

thepost
December 28, 2012 at 9:05 am

“I fully realize that unnamed sources don’t carry as much credibility as documented sources.”

You need to rephrase this sentence for honesty. “Unnamed sources don’t carry any weight.” This
story could easily be 100% fiction. Name names or don’t even bother.

Patriot2013
December 28, 2012 at 9:50 am

I doubt if rich banksters would relocate their families to bunkers when they could simply fly out of the
usa before the war begins raging. Further, this would temporarily help them survive a few more
months, after the war, until our New American military hunts them all down and brings them back
“home” – for their own fun executions.

LP
December 28, 2012 at 4:36 pm

Look at all these comments! And you wonder why we are where we are while the PTB have gotten
this far in their agenda. It’s because we are so busy trying to offer our outward views/beliefs and
NOTHING is getting accomplished but THEIR forward movement. As long as we keep doing this type
of thing we will never overcome. Look, just read the damn article and take pieces you want into
consideration. Then either open a piece up for discussion or keep your mouth shut. Nobody cares
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who you know or who you’re connected to. What people care about is positive forward progress. We
have to come together and one of the best ways is to turn inside and seek truth there. Otherwise…
this fear will keep you operating at low vibrational levels. Then you get to stay here with the misery.
Misery just loves some company. You see…this isn’t a war on drugs or terrorism or the other wars
they always have. It is a collective war on OUR consciousness. And guess what…they are winning
when you can glance at an article like this and see how everyone opposes one another in the
comments. Wake. Up.

Bottom line: Live in your mind and suffer or find the truth in your heart and be open to actually
helping someone else find their heart as well. Set your formed opinions aside for once. THEN…you
will see the light, until then there is NO ARTICLE that is going to offer you real true comfort in
moving away from fear. It’s only THEN that we will be united and live the right way. Make a good
solid choice for yourself and encourage others to do the same. I certainly don’t want anyone to get
left behind. The bright side is that we live in some exciting times! Are you viewing it as the end or a
new beginning? The choice is yours.

ragged_soul
December 29, 2012 at 9:32 am

Interesting article. But then I read the ‘thoughts’ of ‘Paul Tarsus’ and ‘Marianne’; these are not so
much thoughts as delusions with the normal circular logic of religion. I for one can’t wait for the end
of the wold for no other reason than to clean the earth of these crazies …

Robert
December 30, 2012 at 12:05 pm

For all who ridicule those who speak Christ’s name in here, man I feel sorry for you when youdie and
wake to find you’re wrong. The bible says faith has been measured and portioned by God himself. It
is rare when you find a person who is kind and generous without believing in the fact that they will
answer for their actions. Those that don’t believe, usually want to be their own God and live as they
please. Weather our not this story has merit or if it doesn’t, name calling isn’t necessary. I’ll take my
chances with my faith.

Chris
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December 30, 2012 at 2:23 pm

Who cares life is already so miserable who would want to live through it !!! I can’t wait ill stare it right
in the face and say somebody shoot me please . I sure wouldn’t want to be held up by a bunch of
anal retentive s in a cave OMG !!! Rather die trying any other way out than that!!!

Don Duncan
December 30, 2012 at 8:21 pm

Robert: Your “faith” is your choice. Your beliefs are an example of “living as you please”. We all
“answer for our actions” by not being able to escape our conscience. Atheists do not need a book of
rules to know right from wrong, i.e., they think for themselves, and take the heat when they make
mistakes. Your “die and wake up” concept shows denial of death. The only thing worse than death is
no death. All values (morality) come from our mortality. It is death that gives our life meaning. An
immortal being could not have anything to lose, and therefore nothing would have value.

Don Duncan
December 30, 2012 at 8:45 pm

Dave’s observation that an anonymous source may be just after fame makes no sense. How can a
person be famous if no one knows who he is? Anonymous commenters, do not want recognition, or
they would use a name. A name can build a reputation. Obviously the unnamed source must be
known to Dave and we must trust Dave is getting his info from the same source who should be given
a code name. Printing whatever comes his way without knowing if the source is the same would be
unprofessional and irresponsible. I assume when Dave calls a source “reliable” or “inside” he is
basing his labels on past experience with the person and knowledge he cannot share. However, I
would feel more confident in Dave’s reporting if he were to give us a code name so we may judge
also.

EDITOR’S NOTE: You hit upon exactly why I put my older intel sources into a later article (part 2)
and they are on record as having said the same. Also, in Part One, Jim Marrs did address the Wall
Street Execs going into hiding. Jim Marrs is not exactly an unnamed source and he has a lot of
credibility.

Don Duncan
December 30, 2012 at 9:04 pm
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All this “gloom & doom” preparation is good news. The co-conspirators killing off each other to cover
their crimes is justice. How can anyone work for the government, concealing evidence of
wrongdoing, and have a clean conscience? The more the corruption is exposed, the harder it is for
the public to keep supporting their rulers. The sooner they stop believing in the myth that
government protects or provides, the better. We will self govern. We must stop giving our power to
others, sacrificing ourselves to the illusion of the so-called “common good”.

Anonymous
December 30, 2012 at 9:06 pm

You don’t have to worry about all elite trolls and and shit heads running for cover when things get
tough and leave the general public to their own demise now that everyone knows where they are
hiding. They can be extinguished in many ways as I’m sure from conspiracy theory that others in the
world also know so well placed deep penetrating nukes will no doubt put some dirt in their corn
flakes if you get my meaning.

Brett Berg
December 31, 2012 at 9:41 am

this info is attached in Fear thus it is an older timeline of information still being repeated by The
Cabal who do actually have something to fear as they can’t keep the power that they once had over
the Human Race – The dark magic is not going to work anymore as the Frequency has now
changed due to moving into the high 5th Dimension frequency – They run because it is the end of
their world and just the beginning of ours – Good things will manifest in 2013 <3 – remember
everyone is on there on TIMELINE path – and some off those people have created fear in their life –
please don't let them enroll you into their truths as they are not everyones truths. Blessing Brett

joeyb
December 31, 2012 at 10:10 am

There elite are running scared into hiding because their reign and power grab is over. It is important
to not buy into the fear propaganda that the alternative media often spews around carelessly.
Bankers and state officials across the globe over the past couple years have been resigning and/or
arrested in unprecedented droves. There is no fiscal cliff coming, nor impending economic doom…
its all a farce…an illusion they want to attain leverage with. Fact of the matter is there is more than
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enough money (gold) to go around to everyone on the planet…not excluding even one individual.
When NESARA (National Economic Security and Reformation Act) and the One People’s Public
Trust Filings are rolled out (www.peoplestrust1776.com), it will be the new beginning we’ve been
waiting for, for decades…and even centuries. Good has won. It is over for the cabal. This is a time
to celebrate. Like I said…do not let these fear mongerers (whether innocent or not) dictate a false
reality, under the guise of “The Powers That Be” still having ultimate authority…which couldnt be
further from the truth. They are done…it is over for them. Humanity are the victors. Finally.

jensingr
December 31, 2012 at 1:49 pm

I will tell u all that there are going to soon be days of reckoning. Karma is about to be returned
sevenfold. To the just and humble your rewards will find u. To the corrupt Satanic, blood thirsty,
money hungry castle dwellers heading underground like rats. Welcome to your first taste of Hell.

“If God be for us who can be against us” Romans

escapefromobamastan
December 31, 2012 at 7:23 pm

Because they know the American people are about to rip them a new A-hole?

curmudgeon
January 1, 2013 at 9:43 am

Goldman Sachs has acquired control of several European countries (via debt)and has a multitute of
agents in the U.S. government (including BO, Bush, Paulsen, and 50+ others). Their funding has
been available from the hiding of funds from the auctions of Treasury securities (owed to the
government) done by the FRBNY and transferred to the (unknown) owners of the FR BOG. These
funds are never audited or reported. Ref. http://www.scribd.com/doc/115919607/FUNDING-OUR-
OWN-SELF-DESTRUCTION

lolo
January 5, 2013 at 9:05 am

Where is the proof of any of this? You are making stuff up.
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printable bible activities
January 8, 2013 at 5:27 pm

ӏt іѕ іntereѕting that it is promotеd
using а varіety of source such as Intеrnеt, Media аnd other
modern mеthoԁs. For my ρeгsonal Bible ѕtudy
I sіmply pіcκ up my Bіble and begin reading
wherе ӏ lеft off thе day beforе.
Lаboy гediscοvered Enoch’s bаsіc design and named іt
“The pеrfect Symbol.

Brian
January 10, 2013 at 4:37 pm

Let them go into there Dumb bases. Then we cover them up! You park 25 D9 Cats on their giant
steel door and see if they can get out! Look for the solutions folks and leave desperation for fools.

michael winkelman
January 11, 2013 at 7:45 am

Have you noticed over the lat 10 days a string of earthquakes across the US? They do not fall on
fault lines. But they do in many cases correspond to known DUMB sites
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